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Abstract 

The work of feminist economic geographers Gibson-Graham provides a useful framework for a 

new language of diverse economy in the Appalachian region exploring the tactics, obstacles, and 

possibilities of developing community economies. Gibson-Graham provide tools for analyzing 

the Lend-A-Hand Center Grow Appalachia Gardening Program based in the Stinking Creek 

watershed of Knox County, Kentucky. The Grow Appalachia program is a privately funded 

initiative that provides resources and technical assistance for nonprofits in Appalachia like the 

Lend-A-Hand Center to assist with home, community, and institutional (schools, jails, etc.) 

gardening programs. This project analyzes the Grow Appalachia program through the diverse 

economies framework considering how the program fosters a variety of class and nonclass 

processes and has the potential to promote “community economy.”  

 

 In The End of Capitalism (As We Knew It) (1996) and A Postcapitialist Politics (2006) 

Gibson-Graham explore ideas about diverse economies and community economies. Gibson-

Graham strive toward “enhancing well-being, instituting different class relations of surplus 

appropriation and distribution, promoting community and environmental sustainability, 

recognizing and building on economic interdependence and adopting an ethic of care of the 

other” (2006:xxxvii). Building from Resnick and Wolff (1987) and other nonessentialist Marxian 

analyses viewing class as a process and using concepts of overdetermination and subjectivation, 

Gibson-Graham provide a useful framework for analyzing the Lend-A-Hand Center Grow 

Appalachia Gardening Program. 

Gibson-Graham provide a start for a new language of diverse economy and explore the 

tactics, obstacles, and possibilities of developing community economies. In their analysis, they 

note, “Many different economic forms exist in the shadow of capitalism until we do the 
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discursive and political work to bring them to light, to establish their credibility, vitality, and 

viability” (Gibson-Graham 1996:xxii). Gibson-Graham present the “community economy” as a 

“new nodal point” for individuals to have an “identification with alternative and politically 

enabling positions” in the diverse economy (2006:77–78). Gibson-Graham show that community 

economies value “the use of resources based on needs, management strategies involving 

democratic processes of cooperation and participation, value placed on collective knowledge and 

collective work, equal distribution of benefits, and making use of natural resources without 

depleting them” (2006:97). 

This framework is useful for conceptualizing the Grow Appalachia community gardening 

program that has developed in the Appalachian region over the past six years. The Grow 

Appalachia program is a privately-funded initiative that provides resources and technical 

assistance for nonprofits in Appalachia to assist with home, community, and institutional 

(schools, jails, etc.) gardening programs. Grow Appalachia is a program administered by Berea 

College that partners with community organizations throughout the region to promote food 

security and access to healthy, local food. Grow Appalachia believes, “When food grows, 

communities and families grow too” (Grow Appalachia “Home”).  

According to the website, “Grow Appalachia was created in 2009 through funding from 

John Paul Dejoria, co-founder and owner of John Paul Mitchell Systems (JPMS) and Patron 

Tequila, to address the problem of food security in Appalachia…. A natural entrepreneur and 

problem-solver, John Paul began cultivating a unique vision for tackling food insecurity. He 

believes that the best way to help people is to empower them to help themselves—even when 

facing steep, structural challenges” (Grow Appalachia “History and Goals”). The Grow 

Appalachia program aims to “both to educate communities and to learn from communities. It 
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works to preserve the past, build hope for the future, and empower Appalachians to live healthy, 

productive lives” (Grow Appalachia “Home”).  

The program addresses a number of issues and several goals which could be 

conceptualized in interesting ways using Gibson-Graham’s framework. It aims to promote 

different kinds of capitalist and noncapitalist class processes. The program works to grow food 

but also to build community. It promotes self-appropriation of garden produce, sharing of 

produce, giving away of produce, and selling of produce. Describing the program, the website 

states, “We donate a portion of the harvest from each partner site to a local food bank or others 

who cannot garden for themselves” (Grow Appalachia “What We Do”). The educational 

component of the program may be seen as or have the possibility of being a process of 

“resubjectivation” as discussed by Gibson-Graham (2006). Grow Appalachia also sees gardening 

as a possible entrepreneurial endeavor which could be conceptualized as a self-appropriation of 

surplus value or possibly capitalist class processes if wage labor were to be used.  The website 

notes, “We encourage growers to move toward entrepreneurship by providing technical 

assistance, which improves garden yields, and access to efficient kitchens and markets. This 

way, growers can save on grocery costs and begin to make extra money on surplus produce. We 

also encourage growers to develop value-added goods such as jellies and salsas through 

community commercial kitchens” (Grow Appalachia “What We Do”). The program does not 

specifically espouse communal class processes of selling produce communally, starting worker 

self-directed enterprises, or community-based enterprises, but it does support community gardens 

throughout the region.   

The Grow Appalachia program also engages in the nonclass process of cultural heritage 

preservation/promotion. The website notes, “We respect tradition. Families throughout 
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Appalachia have heritages of family seeds, growing techniques and recipes. Grow Appalachia 

participants are encouraged to learn more about the legacy of farming and gardening in their 

families and local cultures. We deliberately establish mentorships among generations and 

families as well as among partner sites” (Grow Appalachia “What We Do”). 

The Grow Appalachia program and mission is interesting in its promotion of capitalist 

market exchange as well as nonmarket and alternative market exchanges. The Grow Appalachia 

program is particularly interesting because of its focus on promoting and recording the sharing 

economy and gift economy, alternative economic forms that seldom are recorded by 

capitalocentric institutions like the ARC, USDA, or the US Census. As part of the reporting 

procedures, sites are charged with quantifying the gift economy, sharing economy, and home 

consumption in relation to the produce harvested and used. The program may currently be the 

best, if not only repository of such information across the Appalachian region.  

In some ways it is difficult to make sense of an entrepreneurial-capitalist-funded program 

that seeks to promote a variety of capitalist and noncapitalist class processes. The program may 

be understood as contradictory, being in pursuit of noncapitalist processes but backed by 

capitalist funding sources. How does one understand capital-backed program that may seek to 

undermine capitalist structures? The program at the same time seeks to promote capitalist 

market-oriented production as well as self-appropriation of surplus value. Gibson-Graham’s 

formula gives analytical tools to examine this complexity of class and nonclass processes. 

Many amazing organizations have done impressive work with the Grow Appalachia 

funds, leveraging resources, helping feed hungry people, and also promoting alternative 

economic imaginaries in a region traditionally conceptualized as a place of concentrated 

capitalist exploitation. The program works with over 40 partner organizations and is starting its 
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second season in Knox County, Kentucky, through the Lend-A-Hand Center. The Lend-A-Hand 

Center is a 55-year-old 501c3 nonprofit community service provider located in Walker, 

Kentucky. Begun by nurse midwife Peggy Kemner and farmer and teacher  Irma Gall the Center 

has worked diligently for decades to fulfill its mission to “lend a hand” in the Stinking Creek 

community. Providing a wide range of services including nurse midwifery, home healthcare, 4H, 

children’s programs, and agricultural programs, the Center has a rich history of service and 

collaboration.  

The Lend-A-Hand Center Grow Appalachia project is designed to break down barriers to 

gardening and build community, addressing food security issues in Knox County through 

providing resources and technical assistance for home and community gardens. The program 

works with families in the Stinking Creek area, community gardeners, the Knox County 

Farmers’ Market, and partner organizations in the county to expand gardening possibilities, 

facilitate connections, and learn through the process. Utilizing organic gardening techniques the 

program aims to further Grow Appalachia’s goal of “growing as much food for as many people 

as possible.” Through collaboration, sharing, and collecting stories, the program also hopes to 

build community and relationships.  

The program works with roughly 20 families and three community gardens in the county, 

making partnerships with local government, educational institutions, and the county jail. Home 

gardeners involved in the program attend meetings, share insights, are provided assistance with 

resources and technical advice, complete harvest reports, give updates on their gardens, donate 

part of their harvest, and volunteer at the Dewitt Elementary community garden. Participants are 

encouraged to take ownership and provide visions for the direction and future of the program. 

Home gardening participants get to know each other, learn from each other, and shape and guide 
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the program through meeting and working together. Through mentorship and cooperation 

intergenerational families and neighbors are able to come together to work in the garden, harvest, 

prepare, and eat healthy food together, building community and relationships. Participants in the 

program include a laid off coal miner, welfare recipients, and individuals on disability, people 

largely marginalized by capitalist economic systems. Seeing class as a process not as a label is 

very helpful in conceptualizing these people’s situations, complex identities, and opportunities, 

as well as their agency and economic possibilities. The community gardens provide a site for 

people to come together and for communal class processes to take place. The participatory aims 

of the program hope to provide a venue for idea creation and cultivation of community economy.   

As site coordinator for the Lend-A-Hand Center Grow Appalachia Gardening Program, I 

am interested in building community, and promoting noncapitalist economic formations, or 

promoting what Gibson-Graham describe as “community economy.” Using participatory 

research frameworks like those described by Gibson-Graham, my role as a researcher/ 

community development practitioner/student also involves cultivating my own subjectivity and 

experimenting with different practices and conceptualizations of economy in Knox County.  

Beginning to try to deconstruct the various class processes involved with gardening 

programs, the table below attempts to map the diverse economy of the Lend-A-Hand Center 

Grow Appalachia Gardening Program along three axes: transactions, labor, and enterprise, as 

suggested by Gibson-Graham. Some of the categorizations seem arbitrary and the table is 

incomplete and based on preliminary work on the program. Much more work is needed to fully 

sort through and make sense of these processes and actors.  
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It is evident from the chart that the Gardening Program entails a variety of class and 

nonclass processes, capitalist and noncapitalist actors, exploitative and nonexploitative relations, 

and different market structures. The Grow Appalachia program is an interesting experiment in 

community building, local economies, education, and collaboration between different actors and 

organizations. It brings to light the complex matrix of processes and organizations including 

resource and tool sharing, gifting, home consumption, donations, communal labor, wage labor, 

commodity exchange, tax distribution, feudal labor, slave labor, and other systems. 

For me as program coordinator, Gibson-Graham’s framework has been helpful in 

deconstructing capitalist hegemony and bringing to light the different possibilities and different 

conceptualizations of economic activity. In the face of often overwhelming forces of 

Transactions Labor Enterprise 

Market Exchange Wage Labor Capitalist 

Supplier Market 

Produce Market 

Site Coordinator 

Garden Intern 

UK Intern  

Paid home garden workers 

Individuals selling produce produced 

with wage labor (home garden) 

John Paul DeJoria/Paul Mitchell 

Suppliers- Walmart, Four Seasons  

Alternative Market Alternative Paid Alternative Capitalist 

Selling self-appropriated produce 

Barter of produce 

Farmer’s market exchange 

Co-op exchange (future) 

Self-employed gardener selling 

produce 

Intern (paid in room & board) 

Payment in produce 

Payment in labor 

Lend-A-Hand Center 
Peace, Love, & Happiness Foundation 

Union College 

Berea College 

University of Kentucky 

Knox County Schools 

Suppliers- Johnny’s Seeds, Southern 

States 

Nonmarket Unpaid Noncapitalist 

Household consumption 

Household food preservation 

Sharing 

Giving away produce 

Donations of produce to food banks, 

senior citizens’ centers 

Theft of produce 

Free donations from local businesses 

Self-provisioning garden labor 

Household garden tending 

Neighborhood garden tending 

Volunteer labor 

Inmate labor  

Student labor (Dewitt Elementary) 

Community garden (communal) 

Home garden (independent) 

Home garden (feudal) 

Jail garden (slave) 
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neoliberalism, the welfare state, industrial recruitment ideology, local political ineptitude, and 

the industrial-production focus often promoted by extension, the Grow Appalachia program is 

charged with a tough row to hoe so to speak. It is easy to get discouraged up against the likes of 

Monsanto and Walmart when trying to promote alternative economies. It is liberating to 

acknowledge the presence and possibility of alternative economic spaces while promoting and 

administering this program. Gibson-Graham’s framework is also beneficial in helping me 

conceptualize the program in an overdetermined way and think critically about the discourse 

around development and agriculture in the region in order to promote more inclusive and 

imaginative possibilities.   

Gibson-Graham’s framework has also been helpful in viewing the Lend-A-Hand Center 

Grow Appalachia Gardening Project as the possible beginning of a community-based enterprise 

and the Lend-A-Hand Center as a facilitator of community engagement, diverse economic 

opportunities, educational transformation, local relationships, self-reflection, and communal 

class processes. The program also provides opportunities for addressing the concept of 

resubjectivation and learning or doing “community.” It provides possibilities for individuals to 

be resocialized about the economy in terms of necessity, surplus, consumption, and the 

commons, and may be able to show people that their economic and community identity can be 

broader and more complex.   

As the discourse on development in the region increasingly recognizes the viability of 

alternative economic forms and the historical presence of such diverse practices, programs like 

Grow Appalachia continue to carve out space for alternative discourse and political agendas. 

Within the context of subsistence agriculture and diverse economies, Grow Appalachia programs 

in the region present intriguing possibilities for “the construction of ‘community economies’ in 
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place” (Gibson-Graham 1996:xiv). This framework allows for hopeful representations of the 

future and the active construction of communal, nonexploitative alternatives. Research 

possibilities that conceptualize the social scientist as an activist and allows for community 

agency present real opportunities for diverse economies.  

Further research and reflection is needed in order to assess, improve, and promote the 

Lend-A-Hand Center gardening program as it and the rest of the Grow Appalachia program 

expand. This preliminary attempt at mapping the diverse economy of the Lend-A-Hand Center 

Grow Appalachia Gardening Program hopes to further the discourse and practice of cultivating 

community economy on Stinking Creek and within Appalachian studies. Gibson-Graham have 

provided the tools and language for envisioning economic futures and researchers and 

communities are putting them into practice.  

Gibson-Graham’s framework helps me consider how to develop “radical” programs like 

community gardens in the face of growth-centered, capitalocentric ideology. It gives me hope for 

the small steps towards class transformation that can happen through changes in the 

appropriation and distribution of surplus value. Each little tomato that is grown may be seen as a 

small act of rebellion/class transformation. Every ear of corn sold, quart of beans canned, or plate 

of fried green tomatoes eaten may be seen as part of a complex rural Appalachian economic 

system that transcends capitalist boundaries. 
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Dimensions of Political Ecology



The Diverse Economy

• Gibson-Graham promote “constructing a language of economic 
diversity” (53). 

• “The need for a new language of economy to widen the field of 
economic possibility, the self-cultivation of subjects (including 
ourselves) who can desire and enact other economies, and the 
collaborative pursuit of economic experimentation” (xxiii). 

• The “diverse economy in which the economic landscape is 
represented as populated by a myriad of contingent forms and 
interactions” (54). 



Tip of the Iceberg

• Many different economic forms 
exist in the shadow of capitalism 
until we do the discursive and 
political work to bring them to 
light, to establish their 
credibility, vitality, and viability” 
(1996 xxii). 



Community Economy

• Community economies value “the use of resources based on needs, 
management strategies involving democratic processes of 
cooperation and participation, value placed on collective knowledge 
and collective work, equal distribution of benefits, and making use of 
natural resources without depleting them” (97).









Lend-A-Hand Center Grow Appalachia 
Gardening Project

• Home gardens

• Community Gardens

• Workshops

• Farmers’ Market

• Designed to break down barriers to 
gardening and build community, 
addressing food security issues in Knox 
County through providing resources and 
technical assistance for home and 
community gardens



Transactions Labor Enterprise

Market Exchange Wage Labor Capitalist

Supplier Market

Produce Market

Site Coordinator

Garden Intern

UK Intern

Paid home garden workers

Individuals selling produce produced 

with wage labor (home garden)

John Paul DeJoria/Paul Mitchell

Suppliers- Walmart, Four Seasons 

Alternative Market Alternative Paid Alternative Capitalist

Selling self-appropriated produce

Barter of produce

Farmer’s market exchange

Co-op exchange (future)

Self-employed gardener selling 

produce

Intern (paid in room & board)

Payment in produce

Payment in labor

Lend-A-Hand Center
Peace, Love, & Happiness Foundation

Union College

Berea College

University of Kentucky

Knox County Schools

Suppliers- Johnny’s Seeds, Southern 

States

Nonmarket Unpaid Noncapitalist

Household consumption

Household food preservation 

Sharing

Giving away produce

Donations of produce to food banks, 

senior citizens’ centers

Theft of produce

Free donations from local businesses

Self-provisioning garden labor

Household garden tending

Neighborhood garden tending

Volunteer labor

Inmate labor 

Student labor (Dewitt Elementary)

Community garden (communal)

Home garden (independent)

Home garden (feudal)

Jail garden (slave)



Diverse Labor





Transactions Labor Enterprise

Market Exchange Wage Labor Capitalist

Supplier Market

Produce Market

Site Coordinator

Garden Intern

UK Intern

Paid home garden workers

Individuals selling produce produced 

with wage labor (home garden)

John Paul DeJoria/Paul Mitchell

Suppliers- Walmart, Four Seasons 

Alternative Market Alternative Paid Alternative Capitalist

Selling self-appropriated produce

Barter of produce

Farmer’s market exchange

Co-op exchange (future)

Self-employed gardener selling 

produce

Intern (paid in room & board)

Payment in produce

Payment in labor

Lend-A-Hand Center
Peace, Love, & Happiness Foundation

Union College

Berea College

University of Kentucky

Knox County Schools

Suppliers- Johnny’s Seeds, Southern 

States

Nonmarket Unpaid Noncapitalist

Household consumption

Household food preservation 

Sharing

Giving away produce

Donations of produce to food banks, 

senior citizens’ centers

Theft of produce

Free donations from local businesses

Self-provisioning garden labor

Household garden tending

Neighborhood garden tending

Volunteer labor

Inmate labor 

Student labor (Dewitt Elementary)

Community garden (communal)

Home garden (independent)

Home garden (feudal)

Jail garden (slave)



Diverse Transactions





Transactions Labor Enterprise

Market Exchange Wage Labor Capitalist

Supplier Market

Produce Market

Site Coordinator

Garden Intern

UK Intern

Paid home garden workers

Individuals selling produce produced 

with wage labor (home garden)

John Paul DeJoria/Paul Mitchell

Suppliers- Walmart, Four Seasons 

Alternative Market Alternative Paid Alternative Capitalist

Selling self-appropriated produce

Barter of produce

Farmer’s market exchange

Co-op exchange (future)

Self-employed gardener selling 

produce

Intern (paid in room & board)

Payment in produce

Payment in labor

Lend-A-Hand Center
Peace, Love, & Happiness Foundation

Union College

Berea College

University of Kentucky

Knox County Schools

Suppliers- Johnny’s Seeds, Southern 

States

Nonmarket Unpaid Noncapitalist

Household consumption

Household food preservation 

Sharing

Giving away produce

Donations of produce to food banks, 

senior citizens’ centers

Theft of produce

Free donations from local businesses

Self-provisioning garden labor

Household garden tending

Neighborhood garden tending

Volunteer labor

Inmate labor 

Student labor (Dewitt Elementary)

Community garden (communal)

Home garden (independent)

Home garden (feudal)

Jail garden (slave)



Diverse Enterprises



Noncapitalist Enterprises & Processes
• Home gardens (self 

appropriation)
• Home gardens (feudal)
• Community gardens 

(communal)
• Jail garden (slave)





















Transactions Labor Enterprise

Market Exchange Wage Labor Capitalist

Supplier Market

Produce Market

Site Coordinator

Garden Intern

UK Intern

Paid home garden workers

Individuals selling produce produced 

with wage labor (home garden)

John Paul DeJoria/Paul Mitchell

Suppliers- Walmart, Four Seasons 

Alternative Market Alternative Paid Alternative Capitalist

Selling self-appropriated produce

Barter of produce

Farmer’s market exchange

Co-op exchange (future)

Self-employed gardener selling 

produce

Intern (paid in room & board)

Payment in produce

Payment in labor

Lend-A-Hand Center
Peace, Love, & Happiness Foundation

Union College

Berea College

University of Kentucky

Knox County Schools

Suppliers- Johnny’s Seeds, Southern 

States

Nonmarket Unpaid Noncapitalist

Household consumption

Household food preservation 

Sharing

Giving away produce

Donations of produce to food banks, 

senior citizens’ centers

Theft of produce

Free donations from local businesses

Self-provisioning garden labor

Household garden tending

Neighborhood garden tending

Volunteer labor

Inmate labor 

Student labor (Dewitt Elementary)

Community garden (communal)

Home garden (independent)

Home garden (feudal)

Jail garden (slave)



Resubjectivation and “Doing Community”
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